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hristian Levett has amassed one of the world’s most important private collections of antiquities. In
2011, he opened his own museum in southern France to house part of the collection: the MACM

(Musée d’Art Classique de Mougins). Over the last few years, and increasingly since his retirement, Levett
has sponsored archaeological excavations, exhibitions and outreach projects – including the current The

Classical Now at King’s College London. He is owner of Minerva, and sits on the Board of the Ashmolean
Museum in Oxford and on the Arms and Armour Committee at The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York. Michael Squire, curator of The Classical Now , met with Levett to discuss the history of his collection
– and to ask about his future collecting plans…

CHRISTIAN LEVETT IN FRONT OF GARY KOMARIN’S IPSO FACTO. PHOTOGRAPHED BY JAMES MOLLISON.

Michael Squire: Christian, can you start by telling us something about the history of your collection: what were the ﬁrst
things that you remember collecting?
Christian Levett: Collecting has always been a passion of mine. As a young boy I used to visit shops selling old coins and
medals. Whenever I could aﬀord them, I tried to buy inexpensive items like cheaper Victorian coins and First and Second
World War campaign medals. I also loved toy soldiers and making aeroplane models – those were the ﬁrst things I remember
collecting.
MS: So what led you to antiquities speciﬁcally?
CL: I think I had always been inspired by family visits to museums, castles and cathedrals. But it was only later that I became
interested in ancient objects. Around 20 years ago work took me to Paris, and I often spent Sunday mornings in the Louvre
and the Musée d’Orsay. I had started collecting again – above all, to furnish my apartment and my house in London. Back
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then, ordering auction catalogues in my 20s, I had always overlooked ‘antiquities’ – I thought they were restricted to places
like the Louvre, Met or British Museum. Discovering what was available on the market was like a bolt from the blue: I had been
ﬁnancially successful, and I was drawn to these amazing ancient works.

EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE MACM (MUSEE D’ART CLASSIQUE DE MOUGINS) © MACM.

MS: How would you characterise the market for antiquities at that time?
CL: I bought a lot in the early 2000s, when the antiquities market was quiet and under scrutiny. I was struck by just how
many fantastic and perfectly wellprovenanced pieces were being oﬀered at absolutely giveaway prices, at least relative to
other areas of the art and collectibles markets. Things have changed since then: today I wouldn’t be able to put together the
sort of collection that I managed just 10 to 15 years ago.
MS: Part of your collection is now on display in southern France – at MACM (Musée d’Art Classique de Mougins). What led
you to found your own private museum?
CL: The MACM really just evolved naturally from those early purchases. The collection became so large, and was clearly way
beyond what I could display at home in London (and, by then, a newer house in France). I therefore decided to put the pieces
on public display: I wanted them to be available for everybody to see – members of the public, as well as scholars.
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DETAIL FROM THE 'POSE ROOM' IN SOMERSET HOUSE EAST WING, SHOWING HANSPETER FELDMANN'S UNTITLED AND YVES KLEIN'S VENUS BLEUE,
1962/1982. © 'MODERN CLASSICISMS' AND KING’S COLLEGE LONDON. PHOTOGRAPH BY ALEX LLOYD (LEMON IMAGING LTD.)

MS: What’s particularly distinctive about MACM is its mode of display, showing ancient pieces alongside modern artworks
that respond to GraecoRoman art. Outside the museum, visitors to the town are greeted from below by Antony Gormley’s
Reﬂection. Inside, we ﬁnd unexpected pairings: a Marc Quinn bust amid your Roman portraits, for example, and various
‘Venuses’ – by Yves Klein, Salvador Dalí and Andy Warhol – next to a Roman statuette. Can you say something about the
rationale?
CL: It appears that, however unwittingly, I was at the forefront of a trend. I’ve been connected with the twentieth and twenty
ﬁrstcentury art market for some time – not least through my partnership in Vigo Gallery in London. The idea for those
juxtapositions really came from when I was buying antiquities and noticed so many classically inspired artworks along the
way. I started actively looking for pieces with interesting, classical themes – pieces that would encourage visitors who were
interested in the contemporary as well as in the ancient.
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GALLERY VIEW OF THE SECOND FLOOR OF MACM. IN THE DISPLAY CASE VÉNUS BLEUE BY VYES KLEIN (CONCEIVED IN 1962 AND CAST IN 1982) STANDS
ALONGSIDE A ROMAN STATUETTE OF VENUS AND A SCULPTURE BY SALVADOR DALĺ; BEHIND IS ANDY WARHOL’S 1984 SCREENPRINT, BIRTH OF VENUS. ©
MACM.

MS: So that’s how the collection got its broad 'classical' remit?
CL: Despite the eclecticism of the collection, I wanted to make sure the museum had a coherence – above all, that it would
tell a story for visitors. At the same time, it’s absolutely astounding how many artists had a classical period in their work,
emulating ancient works, drawing pieces as part of their training, responding to them. The more I collected, the more I
realised the interconnection. I can’t think of anywhere else in the world that demonstrates the point better than Mougins.

DAMIEN HIRST, THE SEVERED HEAD OF MEDUSA, 2013. (© DAMIEN HIRST AND SCIENCE LTD.) INSTALLED IN THE CLASSICAL NOW IN THE ARCADE AT BUSH
HOUSE, KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON. PHOTOGRAPHED BY CHRISTIAN LEVETT

.

MS: Among your many current projects is the exhibition you’ve sponsored at King’s College London, dedicated to The
Classical Now – part of a larger project on Modern Classicisms, which explores the interface between ancient visual culture
and modern and contemporary art. Why do you think this project is important?
CL: The aim here – and it’s very much aligned with our work at MACM – is about challenging how people look at antiquities.
When they’re displayed in museums, ancient artefacts are usually presented as pieces of history rather than as artworks:
their signiﬁcance is often presented in terms of how bewilderingly old they are. But clearly, over the years – including in
modern times – artists saw things quite diﬀerently: ancient artefacts provided materials for artists to study, emulate,
respond to and challenge. What appealed to me about this project is the way in which it encourages public audiences to look
to antiquities through the eyes of modern and contemporary artists: that’s why The Classical Now has had such traction, in
my view – it’s engaging new audiences, and across traditional divides of ‘classics’ and ‘art history’.
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SACHA SOSNO, LE BON GUETTEUR, 2008. © 'MODERN CLASSICISMS' AND KING’S COLLEGE LONDON. PHOTOGRAPH BY ALEX LLOYD (LEMON IMAGING LTD.)

MS: Let me end by asking you about your future collecting plans – both for MACM, and for your own extended collection.
CL: MACM has become a living museum: local members of the public want to see new things, so there have to be some
changes in the permanent displays. At the same time, it’s now become extremely diﬃcult to buy antiquities with decent
provenance – something that has always been central to my own collection. For many years I’ve wanted clearly deﬁned
provenance prior to 1970 (something which Sotheby’s also requires for its antiquities auctions), although now I’m really
looking much further back than that – normally to the early twentieth century for me to even look at a piece. Partly for that
reason, and in part for others, I’ve been collecting more and more works by twentieth and twentyﬁrst century artists. As the
collection grows, MACM is prioritising loans of objects around the world, which in turn allows space for temporary
installations: a case in point is our current Léo Caillard exhibition, Past is Present, which forms the partnershow to The

Classical Now in London.

The Classical Now runs 2 March until 28 April 2018; open Tuesday–Saturday, 11:00–17:00 (free admission). The Arcade at

Bush House, King’s College London, Strand, WC2B 4PJ & Inigo Rooms, Somerset House East Wing, King’s College London,
Strand, WC2R 2LS.
The Past is Present runs 16th March – 27th May 2018; open every day, 10am – 6pm. Musée d’Art Classique de Mougins, 32

Rue Commandeur, 06250, Vieux Village de Mougins, France.
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